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LATIN WORD STUDIES.

{Continued from Vol. III., p. 278.)

2. LATIN annus, ' year.'
I still hold firmly to the conviction, already expressed in the Classical

Review (13,398), that annus is a derivative of agit 'drives,' and a cognate of
aryd>v ' dies festus,' though I no longer think I was right in deriving it from
agno-. Morphologically, the nearest parallel to annus, as I now understand it,
is Skr. djman- ' Bahn, Zag,' and annus is the route, path, cursus of the circling
year, cf. anniuersarius, annus circumagitur, nrepnrXo/j.ivwv (7repiTeWo/j.ei>a>v)
eviaur&v. I derive it from *agmn-o-s^> *amnos^> annus. This assumes a general
or special change of -mn- to -nn- in Latin ; if general, the change of -mn- after
an initial tonic vowel; if special, the change of *amn6na, say, by assimilation,
to annona.1 But a stage amno- would seem to be surely attested by sollemnis
' annual,' with the conservative phonetics of a religious word. This phonetic
stage also in Osc. amnud, ' circuitu, causa,' as I explained in Classical Review
(13,399). Nor do I think any cogent evidence exists to show that -mn- (I do
not mean from original -bn-) after the tonic vowel of the first syllable did not
yield -nn-. Sommer's contention (Gramm. p. 240), based on alumnus contemno,
etc., proves nothing: alumnus is probably a syncope-form2 from alomenos,
and -temno3 was liable to the influence of contem<^p~^>si, contem<^p^>tus; nor
should I ever dare, in the face of the Sanskrit paradigms for the -an- stems, to
pronounce the * of nomine anaptyptic. And, in any case, the paradigm
associations of this word disqualify any testimony it might yield for the
treatment of -mn-; while it is a pure act of volition to derive femina from
femnd. In sentence samdhi we know, on the testimony of Cicero (Fam.
9. 22. 2; Or. 154), that in the group cum nos mn yielded nn ; and it can hardly

1 I do not share Thurneysen's feeling (Archiv vasndm, ' Kauffreis,' with the vowel colour and
13, 27) that annona, if a derivative of annus, must gender of ihvfi, ' price, purchase-money '), taking
first have meant ' Jahresgottin,' any more than anno-, of course, in the sense 'anni proventus'
that matrona must first have meant 'mutters- (cf. Thesaurus s.v. 120, 124), like Gr. S>pa=ra
gottin'; nor do I suppose that our tale of Latin Copaia (Xenophon, cf. Liddell and Scott, s.v. iii.),
words enables us to satisfy such delicate questions and supposing annus to have been originally a
of relation between primitive and derivative. sort of haxvest-iydiv, celebrating the completed
But the earliest usage of annona is that gathered cursus of the year,
in the Thesaurus under rubric ii., with the defini- 2 See below, p. 87.
tion ' frumenti pretium et mercatus ': which leads 3 If not derived from *tembno : arti/flu.
me to derive annona from *anno + vosnd (: Skr.
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be possible that, in the phrase tanne arcula tua plena est aranearum, tanne
is anything but a phonetic writing for tam + interrogative -ne, and Ribbeck
punctuates (Afran. 412) with a question point, though the authorities cited by
Festus (de P. 542, 26) define tanne by ' eo usque' (as though they felt in -ne
the affirmative force maintained by Warren, Am. Jr. Phil. 2. 51 sq.; see also
the note of Brix-Niemeyer to Plautus, Mil. 310). The testimony of prunum
(recorded as early as Cato, R.R. § 133. 2 ; and presumably much earlier),
borrowed from Greek irpov/j-vov, makes its weight felt in the same direction:
then gymnasium will be a learned spelling and pronunciation, subsequently
simplified in Varro's guminasium.1 So Quintilian's colum[n]a is a simplification
in the direction of columella.

Further, conecto from *comnecto is to be noted, and donee from *ddm (i.e. dum)
+nec,2 as material for the determination of the phonetic history of -m+n-. It
should further be noted that secondary -mn- later yielded on the Latin
inscriptions -nn-, as alonnus for alumnus (v. Sommer, I.e.), cf. Ital. colonna
<^columna. In view of all these facts, I can but conclude that no cogent
instances are cited to prove that original -mn-, after a tonic vowel in the initial
syllable, was permanent,3 while sentence samdhi seems to show that -m + n-
yielded -nn-. And now let us look at the evidence in support of the derivation
of annus from *agmnos4 ' Bahn, cursus.'

(1) Skr. djma-s, (a) ' die Bahn, besonders des Rosses, mit dem aber auch
Agni und die Sonne <cf. RV. 1. 163. io^> verglichen werden ; (b) der Zug der
Maruts.'

(2) Skr. djman-, same general usage : Lat. agmen.
(3) Skr. jmdn (locative only), quasi 'orbit, ' used of the sun in RV. 7.

60. 2: \1bh6 ud eti suryo abhi jman = ' ad ambos subit sol in cursu (circuitu).'
(4) Further add, (a) urujman ' weitlaufig' (A V. 6. 4. 3, vom Himmel),

(b) prthujman ' breitbahnig' (AV. 5. 1. 5, of the sun), (c) parijman (RV.) 'herum-
wandler,' des Windes, des Feuers, und der mit ihm verwandten Sonne.5

1 We can hardly question but guminasium was originally cited, cf. Spanish no ame nunca hasta
a pronunciation in vogue somewhere or in some que no vf a V., ' Mom nee amavi umquam donee
social circle, cf. Catullus, 63, 60 guminasiis videram t e ' ; es un loco mientras no ( = quasi
)( 63, 64 gymnasi. ' donee' (se llegue a los centimos (Valdes) ; cf.

2 I advanced this etymology for donee in Trans. ' me parecia que trascurreria un siglo desde que
Am. Phil. Assoc, 29. 7-, but it has never, so far as no [ = cum + a 'superfluous' non] hablaba con
I know, been noticed. I bring it up again only Pastora ' (Pardo-Bazan).
to give a better explanation of -nee. The demon- 3 Thurneysen (KZ., 30, 493) also denied the
strative dum was originally used in pairs (cf. retention in Latin of primitive -mn-.
Richardson, de dum particulae . . . usu, p. 6, and 4 With *agmnos cf. *gwhermnos as written by
Lane's Latin-Gr. ,2 § 1992), and when the second Brugmann, Grund., ii.,2§ 174; *pelno- (*pelmno-
dum became relative its demonstrative correlate (jb., § 181, p. 261); *leuqsmno- (§ 172, p. 244).
fell away. Illustrative examples may be made According to Joh. Schmidt, Son. Theor., p. 147,
as follows: haud, desinam (i.e., *dom nee d.) *agmnos would yield *agm6s and *agmnos dgnos,
donee perfecero hoc (Terence, Ph., 419), ' I but with the stem *agmen vigorously alive, we
shall not stop < the while > , the while I shall not may admit the interruption of the normal
have finished this '; Tacitus, Ann., 3, 20, neque development of *agmnos.
(i.e. *dom nee) proelium omisit donee caderet, » These definitions and descriptions are, of
' he did not stop fighting < the while > , the while course, extracted from Grassmann's and the
he did not fall.' In justification of the negative Petersburg lexica.
in donee, in addition to the French instance
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(5) oy/Aos,1 of the orb or orbit of the moon (h. Horn. 32. 11) and sun
(Aratus, Phaenom. 748 : 'He'Tuo? /xeyav oyfiov ekavvcov).

(6) aywves, of periodical festivals; cf. ayiova ayeiv (TO 'OXvfnria ayeiv) with
Skr. ajim ajati 'curriculum instituit.' Note the sense /caipo<; ( = tempus) in
eSpag aycbv (Euripides, Orest. 1282), where dydov has been needlessly corrected
to a-Kfirj.

(7) Lat. agonalia, an annual festival, in honour of Janus, near the begin-
ning of his month (January 9).

These words and locutions so clearly forecast a sense of cursus = year, |
festival, that I think we need not hesitate to find in annus the fully developed
sense of ' year,' provided, of course, that we can satisfactorily absolve the
phonetic history of annus. This I think we may do by writing a base *agm(e)nos,
which for its relation to agmen, we may compare with the Greek pair (Aeolic)
aycovos: aycov. The first change, from *agmnos to *amnos, is so natural that we
may, nulla re contradicente, admit it without argument; and, in the compound
sollemnis, we actually find a stem -amni-, the preservation of whose m will be
due to the conservative phonetics of sacred words.2 We also have the stage
•mn- in Oscan amwwd ' circuitu, von wegen ' (see above, p. 81).3 For the sense
of 'festival' in cognates of agit, we may note Marruc. agine < [ ' i n > pompa';*
cf. also the locution, agere dies festos (Thes. i. 1389. 78). Lastly, the gloss
amosio annuo (Paulus-Festus, de P. 19. 35) makes us ask if a stem *agm(n)o-
' annus ' is to be recognized (cf. examen : agmen).

Against the derivation of annus from *agmnos, Umbr. acnu, peracni- seuacni-
Osc. akenei, aknu, will now be placed (cf. e.g. Brugmann, F. 17. 492, echoed in
Grundriss ii.5 262), though it is not so very long since they were derived from acno-
' sacrificium ': agit, and Brugmann, who now (I.e.) champions for these dialects
the phonetic deduction kn<Cjn, formerly (see von Planta, Gramm. i. p. 382) set
up the descent gn^>cn. Phonetic laws, set up on the basis of a single stem of
problematic meaning, do not often win my conviction, and I make the broad
assertion that the definition of Osc.-Umbr. acno- as ' annus' seems nowhere
to be the best definition. Still, so far as the phonetic question goes, the

1 Leo Meyer's Gr. Etym., i. 516, can be con- ag(m)no-s, according to the phonetics maintained
suited with great advantage on the etymology of for the group -mn- by Joh. Schmidt (I.e., p. IOI,
6-f/ws. Brugmann (Grund., ii.,2 p. 246) thinks sq.), but amb(i)egntts from -ag(m)nos would bear
that 6yfios cannot be from a -mno- stem ' wegen the sense of ' anniculus '; cf. i/irpierripls, of a
der o-Abtonung,' which assumes a knowledge of yearly festival, d/it̂ ieTijs | a.p.<pi4TT)pos, ' annuus.'
all the accentual conditions under which *agmno- 4 Connected with the festival are agonalia and
might have fallen in composition far beyond our agonium = ' dies appellabatur quo rex ^ sacri-
possibility of finding out. Cf. the doublet <SK/HS, ficulus> hostiam immolabat' (Paulus-Festus,
6xpis (ib. § 275 and fn.). p. 7, 31); further cf. agone ? = sacruficone ?

2 But the m may have got into sollemnis by (Thesaurus, i. 1390,37; Varro, L.L. 6, 12), whence
some association with the kimus-group ; cf. Skr. the later idiom agere lege—occidere (Thesaurus, i.
hetnan- -.hums. 1388, 17).

3 The compound amb(i)-egnus, probably cor- 5 In view of Hesychian ri\eia lepa • rb. iviavata
rectly defined by Huschke (ap. Walde, s.v.) as a (cf. Odyssey, ii. 454, avv Upeicravres iviaioiov. ' suem
< ' victima]> circumacta' (cf. Cato, R.R. 141. 2, sacruficantes anniculum'), we may realize how a

agrum terram fundumque meum suovetaurilia temporal sense might have been reached for
circumagi iussi), is more likely to contain a no- perakni-, sevahni-, though they started with the
participle stem to ago than to be a reduction of sense ' 6,Kp.a7os maturus.'
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change en <Cgn might be rather safely granted for this stem : agno- would
be a participle to ag-, alongside of which would stand acto-, and their blending
into acno- would not be so strange a phenomenon : here cf. Lat. acnua, a half-
juger of land, which would seem to be a blend of actus, also a land measure,
+ *nova (: novale fallow-land, 17 veto?).

But now we must examine the usage of the stem acno- in Italic, and seek
to establish a sound philological definition for it. The forms, as given by
Brugmann, I.e., are Osc. akenei ' in sollemni,' acunum ' annorum,' Umbr. acnu
' festa, sollemnia,' per -aknem <C.sevakni-^> ' sollemnem.' Of this list acnu ought
certainly to fall away. The parallelism of posti acnu (v. b, 8, 12) with pusti
kastruvu (v. a, 22 et al.) ' in fundos' seems to me to leave the interpretation of
Breal {Tab. Rug. p. 235 sq.), viz. ' in acnuas,' as the only interpretation of any
probability whatever. The passage describes some sort of tribute or honorarium
to be paid for a cult purpose, and it is certainly no less likely that the tribute
was assessed per measure of land (' in acnuas ') than that this (trifling) honor-
arium was the entire assessment. The interpretation of perakni-, and particu-
larly of sevakni- (: sevo- ' toto-'+ akni ' -emni-') by ' sollemni-' is most enticing,
but the evidence that sollemni- is a precise rendering is not strong. Take per-
akni- ; it occurs 6 times (twice in conjunction with sevakni-) in description of
sacrificial animals; 1 time it qualifies sakro-; 2 times it is used absolutely
(sc. ' sacrum ' ) : while in Latin, sollemnis seems never to have been used to
describe a sacred animal (testibus per silentium, Lewis and Short s.v. sollemnis,
Thesauro s.vv. agnus, agna, bos). And it seems quite unjustifiable, their usage
considered, to separate perakni- from perakri- (2 times with ' iuvenca,' cf.
especially vii. a 51 where iuenga peracrio seems to mean ' iuvencas opimarum';
8 times with ' bos ' ; 2 times with ' sacra'). With perakri- we ought to feel on
safe ground : I connect it with a/cpos ' praeclarus, summus,' and we might
render it, as a sacrificial term, by ' pulcher ' or ' opimus.' As for perakni-, were
it not for sevakni-, we might deem it a mere doublet, by dissimilation, of
perakri-; and even so sevakni- (for *sevakri-) might be secondarily modelled on
perakni. We keep on safe ground, though, if we regard -akni- and -akri- as
cognates with the suffix doublet -ni- \ -ri- (cf. §5>pov: donum), noting in Greek
aicfirj ' Kaipo<;,' aK/xaios ' opportunus, maturus,' cognate with a/cpos. The usage
of sevakni- is as follows: 4 times with names of sacrificial animals, in which cases
it may well mean ' maturus' (cf. Juvenal, 12.7: vitulus templis maturus et
arae), and has not advanced beyond ' aicfuilos, reXeios' in sense—1 time,
without noun, for ' hostiae ' ; 1 time each with ' sacrum,' ' unguen,' ' vinum,'
'c ibus ' ; 3 times with ' vascula'; 1 time with ' veru.' This usage reveals no
very great advance on the usage of (iepa) reXem,1 and Pindar has, in fact,
TeXeiai ivx.a>\aL But there remain further examples of sevakni- quite general-
ized to the sense of ' paratus' or ' iustus,' e.g. ii. b 8-9 : si perakne sevakne
upetu eueietu sevakne naratu [ = suem maturum (? -am) re\eiov optato,
voveto (?), paratum narrato] . . . eu naratu puze facefele sevakni [ = ea (?)

1 See note 5, p. 82
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narrato quasi sacruficabile, iustum (paratum)]; iv. 16, vestigia mefa . . .
sevakne sukatu [ = v.? m.? . . . paratam declarato (?)]; iv. 18, super eregle
sevakne skalgeta . . . purtuvitfu [ = super sacrario parato (°tum) ex-patera . . .
porricito]; iii. 25 (27), ticlu sevakni teitu (naratu) [ = dicationem iustam
(reXetov) dicito (narrato)]. Here our consideration of the usage of perakni-
sevakni- comes to an end; it seems to me that we account for these words, not
merely as well, but very much better, if we explain and define them by
a/cpos, aicnalo<; ^> re\et,os whence, with even greater generalization, ' iustus,
paratus.'

Of the Oscan examples, acunum (or agunum) is found on the Tab. Bant.
(von Planta, 17, 31), in the phrase medicim acunum. vi. nesimum magistra-
trum *acno- vi. proximorum.1 So far as this particular monument is concerned,
not only is the reading agunum palaeographically allowable (see von Planta,
Gramm. ii. 602 sq.) but, in view of acum ' agere' in the same inscription (1. 24),
the theory is tenable that we have c misused for g. Here, whether agunum
means specifically ' annorum ' or ' aycovcop,'' we may connect it for its sense
directly with aycov, and derive it either from ag{yri)no- or agon-.

As to the abbreviation akun. (von Planta, No. 62), it is clear that here we
have to do with a space measure, and akun may be compared, if square
measure, with Lat. acnua, if long measure, with a/caiva ' decempeda.'

The last example, twice repeated in the Agnone inscription, occurs in a
statement (prescription) that something is (or is to be) sacrificed in a sacred
garden, and runs as follows (16-19, 44'47) : Saahitum. tefurum. alttrei |
piitereipi'd. akenei. sakahiter = <^in^> ara igniaria | sancta crematio < in]>
altero | utroque*ak(e)no | sanci(a)tur. Here it is believed that akenei designates
an interval, whether of space or of time.2 Our inscription concerns the reli-
gious institutions and practices of a sacred grove. Part A. begins, status, pus.
set. hurtin. kerriiin=<[: dies, ? d i > stati qui sunt in luco Cereali. Hereupon
follow fourteen lines (really fifteen, for one is a double line), each ending with
the word statlf ' statio' following the name of a divinity in the dative. Next
come the four lines (16-19) already quoted, followed by fiuusasiais. az.
hurtum | sakarater = Floralibus prope lucum sacrificatur. Then come four
lines composed of names of divinities (two of them new names) in the dative,
followed by stattf as before. This gives us nineteen distinct stationes, four
outside of the hortus sacer. Part B. recites that altars stand to the same fifteen
divinities (with the rank of No. 3 and of No. 5, as it stands in A, transposed);
and lines 44-47 repeat 16-ig, while 48, hurz. dekmanniuis. stait=lucus decu-
maniis (?) stat seems to start out to give the same sort of information, relative
to some special celebration in the garden, as lines 20-21.

1 Has anyone noted that Walde, s.v. acnua, varying, thanks to loss of aspiration before nasals,
credits Thurneysen with the rendering ' der with agn- : Skr. dhan-, ' day.'
nachsten sechs Tage ' (lege Jahren) ? This made 2 Unless the ara igniaria had, each in a com-
me, before looking up the passage cited, ask partment of its own, two fires (cf. Fay, Class.
myself if we had to recognize a weak stem aghn- Rev. 13, 397; and for the fact Stengel in Iw.

Miiller's Handbuch, v. 3, p. 16).
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It is a pity that we have so little precise and concrete knowledge of a
lucus sacer, with its arrangement into stationes. The number fifteen, so close to
sixteen, makes one think of a templum observationis, such as Nissen has con-
structed (see Schreiber's Atlas, Plate XIX., No. 15),'if a ground projection of
such a templum is conceivable. Or have we here a rustic group of fifteen di
consentes ? Varro, R.R. 1.1.4 sq., invokes, in contradistinction to the di consentes
urbani, a group of twelve gods and goddesses, not equally divided for sex, qui
maxime agricolarum duces sunt. May such a group at Agnone have consisted
of fifteen, rather than of the traditional twelve divinities; and the place for their
worship have been arranged, in a general way, like the portions deorum Con-
sentium at Rome ? For the stationes I think of pillar-and-tree shrines, such as
are seen in Pompeian frescoes; and our inscription may belong, in fact, to the
old Oscan religious tradition which Dr. Evans would see in these frescoes (see
his Mycenaenan Tree and Pillar Cult, p. 30=128). It is quite consistent to
believe that in a group of stationes of this kind, a portable altar for burnt
offerings, a foculus plicatilis, was employed at certain seasons, or set up in
certain conventional spots. If this be assumed, the other altars mentioned in
Part B. of the inscription were not fire-altars, and their presence did not exclude
the use of a foculus. The foculus and ara were similarly distinct in the Arval
worship (see Henzen, Acta, p. 23). To a movable foculus we may apply the
words of lines 16-19 = 44-47. The sacrifice on the foculus took place alttrei.
putereipid. akenei. Could this have meant, as it seems becoming more and more
understood to mean, <^' i n > altero quoque anno '? I do not believe it: I stand
squarely for the interpretation ( = transposition) of alttrei pMereipid as <^'in^>
altero utroque,' and illustrate altero utroque by Pliny, N. H., 20, 64, ' in causa
alterutraque modus est.' Nor do I see the least relevance in citing, in support
of the translation ' in altero quoque,' Columella, 5. 8. 2 : nam quamvis < o l e a >
non continuis annis, sed fere altero quoque fructum afferat, etc. Quisque with
numerals is normal enough Latin, but piitereipis is not quisque, but uterque.
And, with the rendering ' in altero utroque,' our text becomes clearly a prescript
to make an offering on a foculus igniarius at either, and not every other, of two
acnos's: whether ' in alter(o) utroque die festo,' or ' in alter(o) utroque loco
sacro,' is not clear. If the latter be the correct interpretation, I would explain
the stem ak"no- morphologically by citing Skr. dean- ( = dcman-) 'cliff, stone,'
dena- ' stone '-,1 but semantically rather by dxpov, ' summit'; AK/J,^, ' tip.' As
the lucus deae Diae had one summit (Henzen, I.e. xx, § 22, p. 26), so our lucus
Cerealis may have had two, whether natural summits or artificial (symbolic)
mounds makes no matter. Or the stem akeno may mean, outright, ' aicfioov,'
and refer to divine meteorites worshipped in the lucus Cerealis ,• cf. Iuppiter lapis
and the Martis lapis manalis of Paulus-Festus (de P., 93); and, among the
Greeks, the apyo? \i#o? of Zeus Kappotas (see Evans, I.e. p. 20=118) and the
Kronos' stone at Delphi (see Roscher's Lexikon, ii., col. 1522, § 44, and Pausanias

1 Cf. also Skr. aqa, Raum, Gegend. Himmels- sense of ' Himmel ' ; cf. Hesychius, &KIXUII>, Kpbvos,
gegend, perhaps cognate with Skr. dgman- in the oipai>6s.
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there cited :x
 ALOOS icrrlv ov /teya?" TOVTOV KOX e\aiov otrrj/iepai icara-xeovcn KOX Kara

iopTtjv eKacrrrjv epia iirnideavi ra apyd; further cf. the scholiast to Lykophron
399, 8L<TKOS yap 6 Zeus). That two holy stones should have maintained their
sanctity in the cult of a remote village is no cause for surprise; nor need we
suppose, in view of the number of holy bones and splinters and even coats now
extant, that the stones were genuine meteorites.

To conclude, I not only see no philological necessity for interpreting the
Italic stem akno- (in compounds -akni-) anywhere by ' annus? but the weight of
philological probability seems to me decidedly against the interpretation by
' annus.' If, however, to others it seems otherwise, we may still define akno- by
' sacrificium,' and yet assign to it a derivation not involving us in any haute
phonetique ad hoc. The range of semantic possibility in the development of
the sense of ' time ' is so vast. I do not control the folklore literature, but I
recall that in the South Seas a year is a ' yam.'2 It would, in the appropriate
American localities, take little to convert ' next huckleberries ' or ' next black-
berries ' (cf. blackberryin'-time, huckleberryin'-time) into a definite season.
The May-haw, in the parish where I was born, was a wild fruit and a sign of
spring. So in the ancient Ceres cult, the berries might have been regarded as
a sort of first-fruits, and remained symbolic of pre-agricultural times ; and the
further we go back, the more important the wild berries become. Thus, what
is there unreasonable in connecting akeno- with acinus ' berry,' and defining it
as a quasi vinddmiaire « vindemiae ' vintage-season') ? And it need not
surprise us to recognize two berry seasons in the year, just as there were two
Vinalia ; and acinus is applicable to the spring berries, and later on to the grape
and autumnal berries. Besides, there were, at Rome, not merely two, but four,
Ceres' festivals—the ludi Cereales (12-19, April), and the sacrum anniversarium
Cereris in midsummer; add, after 191 B.C., the ieiunium Cereris (October 4),
and a lectisternium (December 13).

Nor does this exhaust the etymological possibilities for akenei—' in festo,
in anno.' In the Roman religious ritual a nail (clavus) was driven symbolic of
the new year,3 and one is prone, in the lack of evidence, to fancy it a new nail,
made on a new anvil. So we might define akeno- by ' nail, point' (: a/cuv, a«t?,
Lat. acus, unless we rather think of the anvil (a/c/j,wv) on which the nail was
forged). Or akno- may even have meant' stone' outright, in view of the Roman
use of stones in counting (cf. the lexica, s.vv. calculus, calculo, lapis).

1 Greek x/"5>">s, for which no convincing etymon ' young animal' is the primary signification of
is offered, may well be a secondary form of icpbvos, WETOS. The year may have been named from
with x- due to association with some lost member t n e ' calf-time ' or ' lamb-time '; or, conversely,
of the x^r- group ; cf. x^M-upa : Lat. -himus in the young animal was named ' anniculus.'
bimus, 'two-year-old.' The identification of 3 The religious rite had its popular application
xp6vos with Kp6vos by the Greeks themselves is also; cf. Petronius, 135, 8, 8-9:
well attested, not only by literary instances, but at paries circa palea satiatus inani
by an inscription of the fifth century B.C. (cf. fortuitoque luto clavos numerabat agrestes
citations in Roscher's Lexicon, ii., col. 1546). where 'numerabat clavos' can hardly mean

2 It is not certain that ' year ' rather than merely ' clavos frequentes habebat.'
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SYNOPSIS AND INDEX.

(1) *agmno- ' cursus' in Osc. amnud ' circuitu, von wegen' (cf. Lat. sol-
lemnis), Lat. annus ' iter <^solis '^> : Osc. agunum (if = ' annorum ').

(2) From a root AK- (cf. a/cpos ' prime,' a/c^r) ' tip '), Umbr. per-akni-, sev-
akni- ' a/c/Miios, riXeios; paratus, iustus'; Osc. akun., cf. aiccuva ' decempeda';
Osc. akenei ' ev T&> OU/JW '; Umbr. acnu ' acnuas.'

(3) On amb(i)egnus see p. 82, n. 3 ; on donee from *dom nee, p. 81, n. 2.

We may now pass to some additional evidence, for the sound change
(g)mn yields nn.

(3) Latin concinnat; concinnus, cinnus.
What was the normal phonetic history of inherited -mn- in Latin ? In

tanne from tamne, prunum from irpovfwov, donee from *dom nee, conectere from
*comnectere it would seem (see p. 81, above) that, at a relatively early period,
-mn-, after the tonic vowel of the initial syllable, yielded -nn-1—all of which
proves nothing for proethnic -MN-, retention of which in Latin is now claimed
for alumnus aerumna and a few kindred formations that used to be explained by
syncope from alom{e)nos, etc. The explanation by syncope is, I believe, still
tenable; nor, in the determination of the treatment of the rhythmic group
>, ^ » », do I allow any weight to the treatment of -^ ~ in femina flemina (pace
Ciardi-Dupre, BB. 26, 202). The explanation of Minerva from *Menesova, of
veternus 'lethargy' (suffix as in somnus), from *vetesnnos, of adultus from
*adolitos seems to me convincing. Of course, note must be taken here of the
sonant character of the consonant preceding the syncopated penultimate vowel.
And it will not be justifiable to impugn alumnus, reduced from *alomenos (» » >, «,)
because of the different treatment of legimini. In verb flexion the ' suffix'
-mini was rhythmically variable, legimini (« » « «J, but also legdmini, legemini
(„ - „ z ) . But we may, without resort to syncope,of the type, u o u ^ yields
» - ^_, explain the reduction of words like alumnus under the very strict condi-
tions for syncope laid down by Professor Exon (Hermathena, 14, p. 138). In
nearly all the cases the syncope may have originated in a derivative, and
thence been taken up by the principal, as follows:

aerumna : aerumnosus. autumnus : autumndlis. Vertumnus : Vertumndlia.

Names of divinities like Vitumnus, Valumnus, Picumnus are obviously late
and secondary. In their function as children's deities, Picumnus and Pilumnus,
as well as Valumnus, may be regarded as scions of Vitumnus, the life-giver; and
Vitumnus may well have been modelled on Autumnus, the increaser, who in his
turn goes back to Vertumnus. But Pilumnus, the comes Martius, should not be
separated from pilumnus in Paulus-Festus's pilumnoe poploe in carmine saliari
Romani, velut pilis uti assueti, vel quia praecipue pellant hostis (de P. p. 244,

1 A reason for on instead of Snn is yet to seek.
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24). It is very ingenious when Ciardi-Dupre (I.e.) explains the sense of the
suffix -mno- as it here appears by comparing the suffix tus in auritus, etc., but it
is not very convincing. I derive pilumnoe from the stem pilo-, compounded
with a stem -bno- ' feriens,' an interior form of the Latin root fen- in -fen-dit
1 strikes.' It is quite immaterial to us whether we connect this fen- with Skr.
hanti, ' caedit,' or with O. Ir. benim, 'ferio' (: O. Bulg. biti, ' ferire,' cf. Lat.
per-fines ' perfringas'; so Brugmann, Gr. i 2 § 566). The type of compound
corresponds precisely with the type of Skr. dandaghnas ' pilo-feriens.' Thus
Pilumnus, the comes Martius, interpreted as a ' pike-striker' (pike-man1),
affords, along with Vertumnus, which seems certainly a participle formation to
vertit, a second source for the suffix -mnos in names of divinities; and it is
curious, to say the least of it, that Picumnus has already been glimpsed in Osc.
Pikufu%%% (von Planta's No. 60).

The conditions for syncope are not so propitious as regards alumnus; for
alumnule, with which Schoell, followed by Lindsay, restores the metre in
Plautus, Merc. 409, hardly justifies the assumption of * al6m{e)nule (with accen-
tuation of the mi'dierem type); nor is alom(e)nus meus (cf. Ferger de Voc. usu.
Plautino, etc., p. 3 sq.; and Lindsay, Captivi2 p. 366 on voluptasmea) particu-
larly plausible. But, besides alumnorum, we have for the feminine the forms
alum{e)ndrum (Plautus) and * alumnai, * alumnabus,2 wherein syncope is
justified.

There remain columna, intercolumnium : columen and calumnia: * calumen
(according to Ciardi-Dupre, I.e., accepted by Brugmann, Gr. ii.2 § 172), but
also derived from * calvomnia (cf. Walde, s.v.). The retention of mn where a
parallel stem in men existed is, of course, no proof that the normal product of
-mn- in Latin was not -nn-. But supposing * cdl(v)omenld to have been the
initial form, the reduction to calumnia maybe due to caltimnidtor from *cal(v)6-
menidtor (" «[«]" _/ «J ; cf. Plautine balneator (2) : balineator (i).3

Other examples of apparently original mn in Latin have been disposed of
above. That damnum is a participle of dare (so Brugmann, I.e., § 161) is by
no means certain; and if so, syncope would normally have taken place in
dam(i)ndvit, etc. Granting this derivation of damnum, we must equally grant
that this form also contains a cognate of hairavr), according to the older
explanation (cf. Stolz, in Hdbch.3 p. go), else we cannot well account for
Plautine damnosus ' extravagant.'

A word of caution may here be spoken touching the confidence with
which scholars ascribe Lat. alumnus and Avest. yazamna- to a proethnic type
in -omnos. There is no certainty whatever that the like effects proceed from
an identical cause. To the Latin instances the explanation by syncope may

1 It is curious that -mnos lends itself to com- thing like flamtn and Skr. brahman-, ever ex-
parison with Skr. mdnus, ' man.' isted.

2 Mommsen, Corp. v. 1685, readsalumn ( a > bus; 3 Lindsay's text reads at Poen. 703 balineator,
and Corp. xii. 4563 add. has a dat. sg. fem without critical note ; whereas Goetz and Schoell,
(&y lumini (? with erroneous I in the penult), edit, minor, report only balniator for A., and bal-
which makes one wonder if an *alomen, some- neator for the Palatini.
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well be applied; and many a phonetic change not subject to our control may
have taken place in the long passage from the primitive race unity to the
fixation of the Avestan dialect. The nature of one of these may be illustrated
from Greek as follows : setting up, e.g. a pair like o-rdfivos, ' pitcher':
* crrd/ievo? (cf. ffe/ievo';, $6/j.evo<;), we might expect eventually the pair
* icrTap.vos: icrTcifievo'; and * SiSofivof : St86/j.evo<; and, at last, even * \VO/J.VOS :
Xvofievos : the eventual predominance of the *Xvofivo<; type in Avestan would be
due to some preference for the rhythmic type « — ^ over ^ « o ^.

A final settlement of the treatment of -MN- in Latin is, with the facts at
our command, not likely to be reached till some word etymology, involving an
indubitable -MN-, meets with general acceptance. I now present an explana-
tion for Latin concinnat which, it seems to me, gives a complete and more
definite account of both form and meaning than any now extant.1 The
present explanation starts with con-cinnat, not as a denominative, but as a
compound verb of nasal flexion to which the adjective concinnus will be a
deverbative. And now the material for comparison, all of it from a base
KE(Y)M :

Skr. 1 cam-, with a good and early variant, cim-, ' arbeiten beim cultus;
zurichten, zubereiten.' With this sense concinnat = apte componit (Paulus-Festus)
minutely corresponds; note camitdr- ' zurichter, zerleger des geschlachteten
thiers; koch, zubereiter,' comparing the second definition with the use of con-
cinnat in Plautus, Men., 101 sq.:

Cerialis cenas dat; ita mensas exstruit,
tantas struices concinnat patinarias.

Further note havih camipva = quasi 'pultem concinna.'
Skr. 2 gam-, gamdyati ' beruhigt, stillt'; semantically near is 01 Kafiovres

' quieti-facti, mortui,' cf. KOI/M ' soporat.'
Skr. 3 cam-, camnilte ' nocet'; gamanam ' das zu nichte machen, todten,

schlachten.' Here compare Naevius ap. Non., 90. 25 :

transit Melitam Romanus, insulam integram <^oram^>
urit, populatur, uastat, rem hostium concinnat.

As examples for the i- vocalism in Sanskrit I cite cimas ' zurichter, zerleger
des geschlachteten fleisches,' and gzmi = i garni ' Bemiihung, Fleiss, Werk.'

In Lat. cinnus ' KVKSUIV ' the simplex is found. The cinntis was a mixture, a
compound, but originally only a ' praeparatio' (cf. medicinal preparation = com-
pound), a ' confectio ' (defined by a glossist as ' mixta species medicamenti),' cf.
Fr. confection ' dlectuaire,' Ital. confetti, Eng. confectionery. The cinnus was a
' made- [drink'], cf. Eng. made-dish, Germ. (ein)getnachtes.

1 I refer here to CLASSICAL QUARTERLY, 1,281 mology dependent on a morphological recon-
ff., where I have connected concinnat and its kin struction can never satisfy as thoroughly as an
with the root of caedit. The semantic connection etymology supported by a verbal identity in two
there effected I believe to be sound, but an ety- different languages.
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4. Latin vannus, ' winnowing fan.'
As we have in Greek a form crTafivos derived from the root STA, SO we

might have expected a form *Fa/j.vof to the root WE- ' to blow,' I would see this
form in Lat. vannus, from *w9-mnos: but Sohnsen's *w9t-nos: Lith. vetyti 'ven-
tilare ' remains tenable.

5. Latin pannus.
The explicit definitions of pannus seem to me to be (1) ' patch' (Terence

and Horace) ; (2) ' band, fillet'; (3) ' package' (Petronius 135). From these
definitions hardly any other original sense than ' that which fastens (up') can
be inferred. I therefore derive pannus from *pag-mnos: pangit fastens (pf. pegi).
Of kindred origin, but with some difference in gradation or morphology (cf.
agmen, examen), is panicula ' tuft, bunch.' This separates pannus from 7TJ/I>6?

' web,' and connects it with Tray??' net' (fowling-net).
EDWIN W. FAY.


